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Arper Partners
with DEWG,
Workspaces Division of
the Studio Lombardini 22
Arper has taken an active
part in the Ernst & Young
Milan headquarters project,
designed by DEGW, the
workspaces division of the
Studio Lombardini 22.
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Artopex Adds Five
New Collections to
Portfolio
With the addition of the
high-level Italian designs, the
company expects to compete
and increase brand awareness
among its distribution
channels, designers and
architects.
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UPFRONT: Classic
and Simple: m.a.d.
Furniture Company
disrupting Asian
Furniture Industry
“It’s a social kind of mission
that were on here.”
< Ernst & Young Milan
headquarters
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Net sales in the quarter
totaled $577.2 million, a
decrease of about 1 percent
from the same quarter last
fiscal year. New orders in
the fourth quarter of $568.1
million were 6.3 percent
below the prior year level.

If you like the idea of
wireless charging, you
can thank Nikola Tesla,
the celebrated SerbianAmerican engineer who
worked out the basic
principles that still apply
today.
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Lobby
Lobbies are a tricky
balance between the latest
designs and your corporate
aesthetic. Jump on the
bandwagon of a short-lived
trend, and the look will age
out after a few years. Go too
formal, and you might send
the message your firm is
stodgy.

With the addition of the
high-level Italian designs,
the company expects to
compete and increase
brand awareness among
its distribution channels,
designers and architects.
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Classic and Simple: m.a.d.
Furniture Company disrupting
Asian Furniture Industry
“It’s a social kind of mission that were on here.”
Words by Emily Clingman
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matt, dan & mark

T

aking cues from the Bauhaus Movement of the 1920s,
m.a.d. furniture company is bridging the gap between
art and industry as corporate design trends call for more
informal and comfortable furniture.
Founded by Matt Cole and Dan Given (m.a.d. =
Matt and Dan), m.a.d. was initially a personal project.
“We really set it up at first to develop furniture
for ourselves,” Cole said. “We wanted to put some
decent furniture in our houses.”
This was about eight years ago. Cole and Givens
were based in China working in the manufacturing
industry, developing mass-produced furniture for
big-box stores in the U.S. and around the globe.
During this time, the duo connected with Mark
Daniel, and architect from Chicago in China working with a client. Stars aligned and Daniel joined the
newly formed m.a.d team.
“Our aim was to do something better out of Asia,”
Cole said. “We wanted to challenge the norm that
Asia was not a hub for furniture innovation and
creativity and quality.”

46

m.a.d is headquartered in Shatin, Hong Kong and
targets design-minded individuals who want access
to original designs, but at an affordable price.
“They want fresh and new, but also something
that harks back to the past,” Cole said.
m.a.d. designs are clean, simple, elegant and
timeless, according to Daniel, the company’s creative director. Like the old masters—Ludwig Mies
van der Rohe whose buildings rejected surface ornament in favor of a sleek and imposing geometry
and Marcel Breuer, part of the Bauhaus art school
in Germany—the m.a.d team creates furniture that
is easily mass-produced, but with true craftsmanship.
“We don’t want our pieces to be seen in museums,” Cole said. “We want our customers to take
advantage of what we’re doing and enjoy our furniture. It’s a social kind of mission that were on here.”
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Daniel explained the goal of his design process is
taking furniture from a decorative statement to the
art of the function—stripping things back to their
elements.
“Even though a piece looks very minimal, its actually very comfortable and functional because the
frame is flexing and the seat back is flexing; it’s all
sort of adjusting and contouring to the curves of
the user,” he said.
Daniel has been working out of his design studio
in Chicago for 16 years, previously designing for
U.S. retailers.

“I don’t want to see screws, for
example. When a customer takes
a chair out of the box, the first
thing they are going to see is the
underside. That’s just as important
to us. There’s no compromise
here.”
“I’ve worked for some really great people, but I’d
send out drawings of my designs, and never really
had any feedback or input after that,” Daniel said. “I
was really removed from the process, which is the
most fun part of what I do—getting my hands dirty,
making mockups and prototypes, changing them. I
wasn’t getting that before I came to m.a.d. I just felt
like my job wasn’t valued.”
Now, Daniel is part of every step of the design
and production process. And, it’s quite a process.
In an effort to create the highest-quality furniture,
m.a.d contract manufactures every component
with companies specifically geared to the task.

“We don’t build one product in one factory because the metal factory might be no good at woodwork,” said Cole, m.a.d.’s managing director. “We
split it all out in componentry to specific measurements and tolerances, then build the components
into a final product.”
m.a.d. grew out of an engineering company, dealing mostly in components.
“We QC every component, then assemble, rather
than at the end of the product completion,” Cole
said. “It’s an exhausting way of doing things but we
believe in building quality before we get to the final
product. It’s a very different way than manufacturing is done is Asia.”
Producing high-end quality furniture that includes
a tedious and complex quality control system may
seem counterintuitive to cost savings, but m.a.d.
inherited a valuable network. Cole has 15 years
of developed partnerships in Asia— “We can go
directly to the source to get great quality and great
pricing,” he said.
The meticulous process is worth it, they say.
“We offer something that other manufacturers
don’t have—attention to details,” Daniel said.
Cole added, “I think we’re slightly obsessive.”
When a customer turns over a m.a.d chair, Cole
said he wants it to look beautiful.
“I don’t want to see screws, for example,” he said.
“When a customer takes a chair out of the box, the
first thing they are going to see is the underside.
That’s just as important to us. There’s no compromise here.”
In less than a decade, m.a.d has grown from a
cottage business to an internationally-known company with products in 25 countries. Its main market
is the U.S., along with The United Kingdom, Korea,
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Japan, Australia and New Zealand. There
are 18 employees, and the company
turned over $10 million.
m.a.d. also has a 15,000 square-foot
“m.a.d. lab” where custom designs and
new ideas are developed, keeping the
process inhouse and confidential until
released to the market. m.a.d. tests all of
its products in a lab, also inhouse. A 2,000
square-foot showroom is the icing on the
cake for this growing company.
As the team at m.a.d develops an authentic foothold in the furniture industry
worldwide, one particular sector is providing a new opportunity for m.a.d. creativity—the workplace space.
m.a.d originally sold to retail customers,
but in the last few years, the company has
been pushed by distributors worldwide to
work with the contract environment.
“Our furniture was mainly in cafes and
bars and restaurants,” Cole said. “But
more and more, we are finding opportunities in the office and coworking spaces.
The trends in the office industry are coming toward us and our aesthetics.”
m.a.d. furniture pieces fit well in relaxed
environments in a corporate setting. The
company is answering the demand for
more casual furniture, but still expecting
the contract build and quality.
“That’s where we’ve really hit a sweet
spot,” Daniel said. “The crossover of home
space and work space is a market that
really found us. While our pieces definitely work in a home, the clean lines, and
directness to our pieces, are appealing to
office designers as well.”
m.a.d is launching several new furniture
collections in the upcoming China International Furniture Fair in Shanghi and will be
at the International Contemporary Furniture Fair next May in New York. BoF
Trace Collection

www.madfurnituredesign.com.
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